Quantum coherent saturable absorption for mid-infrared ultra-short pulses.
We theoretically show that quantum coherent saturable absorption can be used to obtain ultra-short pulses from mid-infrared quantum cascade lasers (QCLs). In this proposal, quantum cascade structures are processed as two electrically isolated sections. The two sections will be biased with two different voltages so that one of the sections produces gain as is done in typical QCLs, while the other produces quantum coherent resonant absorption for the propagating waves. The quantum coherent absorbing section is saturable and favors the generation of ultra-short pulses. We find that stable ultra-short pulses on the order of ∼100 ps are created from a two-section QCL when the pumping in the gain and absorbing sections remains within critical limits. The intensity and the duration of the stable pulses can be significantly varied when the pumping in the gain and absorbing sections and the length of the gain and absorbing sections are varied.